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SHOWERS
At Tavistock, good design without great functionality just won’t wash.  
That’s why our range of thermostatic showers is designed to give 
you the best showering experience.  They come with everything 
you need for quick and easy installation and have been built to last.  
They’re great value too so you don’t have to splash out.
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VARSITY
The Varsity Collection
When aiming for a more period look, select one of our 
traditional Varsity shower systems to add just the right 
finishing touch.
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Showers

FEATURES

All Varsity shower systems include the following features:

 ▪ Automatic shut down should cold water pressure  
suddenly fail

 ▪ Anti-Scald thermostatic control for safe showering
 ▪ Built in limescale resistance
 ▪ Complete shower kit ready to install
 ▪ Adjustable shower arm
 ▪ 10 year guarantee

Coordinating Taps
Pair the Varsity shower system with the traditionally styled 
coordinating Varsity taps. The range includes a basin mixer, basin 
taps, bath filler and a bath shower mixer & handset.
See pages 158 -159 for further details.
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Varsity Thermostatic Exposed Single Function Shower Valve 
with Shower Head 
Features include: 10 year guarantee,  Adjustable height riser rail,  Adjustable shower arm, 
Automatic shut down if cold water pressure should suddenly fail,  Anti-Scald thermostatic 
control for safe showering, Built in limescale resistance, Brass hose, Complete shower kit 
ready to install, Minimum recommended pressure of 0.3bar

SVA1813

Varsity Thermostatic Exposed Dual Function Shower Valve 
with Shower Head & Handset
Features include: 10 year guarantee,  Adjustable height riser rail,  Adjustable shower arm, 
Automatic shut down if cold water pressure should suddenly fail,  Anti-Scald thermostatic 
control for safe showering, Built in limescale resistance, Brass hose, Complete shower kit 
ready to install, Minimum recommended pressure of 0.5bar

SVA1712£595.00 £735.00
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Showers

10 
YEAR

GUARANTEE

Varsity Thermostatic Concealed Dual Function Diverter Shower Valve 
with Shower Head & Single Function Handset
Features include: 10 year guarantee,  Adjustable shower arm,  Automatic shut down if cold 
water pressure should suddenly fail,  Anti-Scald thermostatic control for safe showering,
Built in limescale resistance, Brass hose, Complete shower kit ready to install,  
Minimum recommended pressure of 0.5bar

SVA1615

Varsity Thermostatic Concealed Single Function  
Shower Valve with Shower Head
Features include: 10 year guarantee,  Adjustable shower arm,  Automatic shut down if cold 
water pressure should suddenly fail,  Anti-Scald thermostatic control for safe showering, 
Built in limescale resistance, Complete shower kit ready to install, Minimum recommended 
pressure of 0.3bar

SVA0214£685.00 £461.00
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QUANTUM
The Quantum Collection
Quantum shower systems are stylish and contemporary. 
The large round shower head and multi function handset 
make it a perfect addition to any modern bathroom.
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Showers

Quantum Thermostatic Concealed Dual Function Diverter Valve 
with 200mm Round Shower Head & Multi Function Shower Handset 
Features include: 10 year guarantee,  Adjustable height riser rail,  Adjustable shower arm, 
Automatic shut down if cold water pressure should suddenly fail,  Anti-Scald thermostatic 
control for safe showering, Built in limescale resistance, PVC easy clean hose,  
Complete shower kit ready to install, Minimum recommended pressure of 0.5bar

SQT1611
Quantum SQT2009
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£468.00
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Quantum Thermostatic Diverter Bar Valve with 200mm Round  
Stainless Steel Shower Head and Multi Function Shower Handset  
Features include: 10 year guarantee, Stainless steel shower head,  Adjustable height rigid 
riser rail,  Automatic shut down if cold water pressure should suddenly fail,  Anti-Scald 
thermostatic control for safe showering, Built in limescale resistance, PVC easy 
clean hose, Easy fit compression fixing kit supplied for quick and easy installation, 
Minimum recommended pressure of 1.0bar

SQT1509

Quantum Thermostatic Diverter Bar Valve and Accessory Shelf  
with Round Shower Head and Multi Function Shower Handset
Features include: 10 year guarantee,  Adjustable height riser rail,  Automatic shut down if 
cold water pressure should suddenly fail,  Anti-Scald thermostatic control for safe 
showering, Built in limescale resistance, Combined accessory shelf and easy fixing kit, 
Complete shower kit ready to install, Minimum recommended pressure of 1.0bar

SQT2009£342.00 £388.00
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Showers

10 
YEAR

GUARANTEE

Quantum Thermostatic Bar Valve and Accessory Shelf  
with Multi Function Shower Handset
Features include: 10 year guarantee,  Adjustable height riser rail,  Automatic shut down if 
cold water pressure should suddenly fail,  Anti-Scald thermostatic control for safe 
showering, Built in limescale resistance, Combined accessory shelf and easy fixing kit, 
Complete shower kit ready to install, Minimum recommended pressure of 0.3bar

SQT1916

Quantum Thermostatic Bar Valve 
with Multi Function Shower Handset
Features include: 10 year guarantee,  Automatic shut down if cold water pressure 
should suddenly fail,  Anti-Scald thermostatic control for safe showering, Built in 
limescale resistance, Easy fit compression fixing kit supplied for quick and easy installation, 
Minimum recommended pressure of 0.3bar

SQT0616£254.00 £188.00
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INDEX
The Index Collection
Make a style statement in your bathroom. The angular design 
of the Index shower systems will complement our geometric 
styled taps beautifully.



Index SND1917

For further technical information see pages 228 - 229 or visit www.tavistock-bathrooms.co.uk

Showers

Index Thermostatic Concealed Dual Function Diverter Valve with 
220 x 220mm Square Shower Head & Single Function Shower Handset 
Features include: 10 year guarantee, Automatic shut down if cold water pressure should 
suddenly fail, Anti-Scald thermostatic control for safe showering, Built in limescale 
resistance, PVC easy clean hose, Complete shower kit ready to install, 
Minimum recommended pressure of 0.5bar

SND1610
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£505.00
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Index Thermostatic Diverter Bar Valve with 200 x 200mm Square Stainless 
Steel Shower Head and Single Function Shower Handset   
Features include: 10 year guarantee, Stainless steel shower head,  Adjustable height rigid 
riser rail,  Automatic shut down if cold water pressure should suddenly fail,  Anti-Scald 
thermostatic control for safe showering, Built in limescale resistance, PVC easy clean hose, 
Easy fit compression fixing kit supplied for quick and easy installation, 
Minimum recommended pressure of 1.0bar

SND1508

Index Thermostatic Diverter Bar Valve and Accessory Shelf 
with Shower Head and Single Function Shower Handset
Features include: 10 year guarantee,  Adjustable height riser rail,  Automatic shut down if 
cold water pressure should suddenly fail,  Anti-Scald thermostatic control for safe 
showering, Built in limescale resistance, Combined accessory shelf and easy fixing kit, 
Complete shower kit ready to install, Minimum recommended pressure of 1.0bar

SND2008£434.00 £465.00
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10 
YEAR

GUARANTEE

Index Thermostatic Bar Valve and Accessory Shelf 
with Single Function Shower Handset
Features include: 10 year guarantee,  Adjustable height riser rail,  Automatic shut down if  
cold water pressure  should suddenly fail,  Anti-Scald thermostatic control for safe 
showering, Built in limescale resistance, Combined accessory shelf and easy fixing kit, 
Complete shower kit ready to install, Minimum recommended pressure of 0.3bar

SND1917

Index Thermostatic Bar Valve with Single Function Shower Handset
Features include: 10 year guarantee, Stainless steel shower head, Adjustable height 
rigid riser rail, Automatic shut down if cold water pressure should suddenly fail, 
Anti-Scald thermostatic control for safe showering, Built in limescale resistance, 
Easy fit compression fixing kit supplied for quick and easy installation, 
Minimum recommended pressure of 0.3bar

SND0617£254.00 £210.00
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Kinetic Thermostatic Bar Valve  
with Round Shower Head and Multi Function Shower Handset  
Features include: 10 year guarantee , Adjustable height rigid riser rail,
Automatic shut down if cold water pressure should suddenly fail, Anti-Scald 
thermostatic control for safe showering, Built in limescale resistance, PVC easy clean 
hose, Easy fit compression fixing kit supplied for quick and easy installation, 
Minimum recommended pressure of 0.5bar

SKN0706

KINETIC
The Kinetic Collection
Sleek and stylish, Kinetic’s range of shower kits offer great  
functionality and will make an impact in any modern bathroom.

£595.00
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Kinetic Thermostatic Concealed Dual Function Shower Valve 
with Round Shower Head and Multi Function Handset
Features include: 10 year guarantee,  Automatic shut down if cold water pressure should 
suddenly fail,  Anti-Scald thermostatic control for safe showering, Built in limescale 
resistance, PVC easy clean hose, Complete shower kit ready to install,
Minimum recommended pressure of 0.5bar

SKN0303

Showers

10 
YEAR

GUARANTEE

Kinetic Thermostatic Bar Valve 
with Multi Function Shower Handset 
Features include: 10 year guarantee,  Automatic shut down if cold water pressure should 
suddenly fail,  Anti-Scald thermostatic control for safe showering, Built in limescale 
resistance, PVC easy clean hose, Easy fit compression fixing kit supplied for quick and easy 
installation, Minimum recommended pressure of 0.1bar

SKN0601
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For further technical information see page 230 or visit www.tavistock-bathrooms.co.uk

£645.00£388.00


